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DIGITALISATION IS
TRANSFORMING
CITIES

Cities have access to data to
improve urban services, create
efficiencies and reduce their
environmental footprint
Technology is disrupting the public
sector, from decision making to
democratic processes

SMART CITIES
ARE ABOUT
PEOPLE

Citizen-, rather than technology-centric
Participatory and fair
Using data responsibly

Applications require more, better data
e.g. from mobile or IoT devices

TECHNOLOGY
IS FUELLED BY
PEOPLE

AI algorithms learn from human
labellers
Semantics-based AI approaches
acquire reference data from people

A combination of tech and
collective intelligence can lead
to better data and more useful
and equitable smart cities.

Two forms of collective
intelligence: crowdsourcing &
citizen science

IN THIS TALK

Socio-technical challenges
when using them to collect
and enrich reference
datasets

Directions for future work

CROWDSOURCING
Problem solving through open crowds.
Crowds should be large, diverse, easy to recruit.
Problem can be anything:
Macrotasks e.g. 99Designs, Kaggle
Microtasks e.g. Mechanical Turk, Prolific
Crowdfunding

People participate for different reasons:
Paid (prizes, per task) e.g. Kaggle, Mechanical Turk
Unpaid (volunteering) e.g. OpenStreetMap, Wikipedia

Participation could be online or IRL
Online: send answer via WhatsApp
IRL: take picture of something and upload it

Big Data Value Best Success Story

qrowd-project.eu

Project - runner up

Qrowd
Urban auditing

Making transport smarter in Trento

Modal split

Challenge – European cities are facing huge economic, social and environmental challenges. Smart city approaches need a
constant feed of high-quality data to train algorithms and inform decisions.
Solution – Data-driven solutions for transport services that meet people’s needs, using machine learning, HCI and incentives
engineering to improve data availability, reduce costs and drive citizen participation.
Pilot – Sourcing, improving and using transport and mobility data to meet citizens’ needs.
Resultss– QrowdLab innovation lab (7 data collection campaigns, 220+ citizens,
hundreds of data points from more than 1.560 observations); 8 high-value datasets (Virtual City Explorer); 25% cost savings.
Benefits
• More accurate information for individuals and for city planners;
• Improved, data–based mobility policies by municipalities;
• Increased citizen engagement;
• Less traffic agglomeration, leading to savings in fuel and time; and better use of public resources, with more parking;
availability.
Lessons learned
Road ahead
▪ New forms of data collection with crowdsourcing and machine learning;
The pilot has unlocked additional internal
▪ Approaches and best practices to foster citizen participation;
resources for follow-up smart city projects on
▪ Information dashboards for decision support.
transport and mobility, on top of the datasets and
EUROPEAN BIG DATA VALUE FORUM 2020

solutions delivered by Qrowd.

Mobility dashboards

EXAMPLE:
URBAN AUDITING ON
DEMAND
Urban datasets are often out-of-date
Survey methodologies: expensive,
error-prone, no validation, not safe
post-pandemic.
VGI (e.g. OpenStreetMap): no control over
data updates, coverage etc. and similar
concerns around safety.
Online tool using paid microtask
crowdsourcing
Uses digital street view imagery.
Tasks performed remotely.
Participants recruited from online
marketplaces e.g. MTurk.

VIRTUAL CITY EXPLORER
QROWD-POI.HEROKUAPP.COM/
Urban planner defines an area and the
instructions for the participants.
Participants explore an area virtually and
identify points of interest.
Each data point is confirmed by several
participants. Correct answers are
automatically inferred.
Urban planner monitors task execution,
quality and rewards.
Reference dataset is aggregated from the
answers most likely to be correct.

CHALLENGES

TASK DESIGN

DATA QUALITY

INCENTIVES

FAIRNESS

TRIALS: CYCLING IN TRENTO &
NANTES
150 participants per city, random starting positions.
Trento

Nantes

0.347km2

0.336km2

906

1177

Explorable
distance

9127m

12104m

StreetView
coverage

93%

92%

5 PoIs (bike racks) per participant for $0.15.
Total cost per city: $45 (7 days).

Area

Mixed methods approach, including metrics and
manual inspection:

Nodes

Feasibility and precision as task progresses;
Completeness (overlap with benchmark datasets);
Coverage (percentage of visited nodes on explorable path);
Crowd experience (interface errors triggered, number of
escapes).

FINDINGS
VCE adds value to urban auditing methods
Accuracy comparable to OpenStreetMap, easier to
manage than VGI.
Additional resources upon demand (at a cost).
Free exploration achieves good coverage.
Taboo mechanism helps reduce costs and avoid
duplicated work.

CITIZEN SCIENCE
Scientific research conducted, in whole or in part, by
amateur scientists.
Scientific discoveries (e.g. GalaxyZoo), education,
citizen action (e.g. PlasticWatch), computational
resources (e.g. SETI@Home) etc.
Different subjects from astronomy to pollution to the
humanities. Increasingly used by public authorities to
engage with citizens.
Online (label images on the mobile) or IRL (collect
water samples or count dragonflies).
Participants volunteer their time and resources.

ACTION
pArticipatory sCience ToolkIt
against pOllutioN

15

CITIZEN SCIENCE PILOTS

Street Spectra (light
pollution, ES)

Street Colours (light
pollution, ES)

Tatort Street Light
(light pollution, DE)

Loss of the night
(light pollution,
worldwide)

DYI sensing (air
pollution, NO)

Dragonﬂies and
pesticides
(chemical pollution,
NL)

CitiComPlastic
(plastic pollution,
NO)

In My Backyard
(pesticides, PT)

Noise Maps (noise
pollution, ES)

Sonic Kayaks
(water /air pollution,
UK)

Water for Future
(water pollution,
IT/CL)

WOWNature (air
pollution, IT)

CHALLENGES

TASK DESIGN

RECRUITMENT

DATA QUALITY

MOTIVATION

SUSTAINABILITY

MOTIVATIONS AND INCENTIVES
A citizen science project has a goal, but volunteers may have their own
reasons to participate.
• Incentives and motivations are closely interrelated. If people contribute
for free, rewarding them may turn them away from your endeavour.
• There are many types of incentives available, some more costly to
implement than others. You will need to test several to know what works.
• If motivations and incentives are aligned this can have huge effects on
participation, and hence sustainability.
•

EXAMPLE: MAKING
GAMIFICATION WORK
• In citizen engagement scale matters,
but most volunteers contribute very
little and for very little time.
• Projects increasingly turn to
gamification e.g. points, badges,
leaderboards, competitions etc.
• But these interfere with people’s
motivations to contribute (altruism,
desire to learn etc.)

GAMIFICATION STUDY (1)
EyeWire – A game to map the brain
Launched in 2012, participants trace neuron cells in 3D MRI scans
Game elements
• Earn points based on accuracy and speed
• Earn position in a leaderboard and bonus rewards
• Badges to motivate long-term participation

Extremely difficult, requires “tens of hours” across “hundreds of
cubes”

GAMIFICATION STUDY (2)
Interview sessions with six members of the EyeWire team, statistical
analysis using activity logs.
Findings:
• Competitions significantly increase volunteer numbers, number of
contributions, chat activity.
• Narrative-driven and collaborative events appear to drive greatest
participation.
• Competitions improve volunteers skills as well, but more analysis needed to
understand impact on data quality.

AI datasets are created by people, using collective
intelligence tools for data collection/analysis.
You need methods to assess data quality and
improve human-AI interactions.
You need to consider people’s motivations and
align motivations and incentives.
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